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very potent on this river, yet was invented by her by
accident and not with hours of fly-tying.
You can buy this fly in Paris at the Magasin du Louvre,
and in London at Ogden Smiths', who also sell the other
famous French "killer" called "Le President Billard"; it
is a fly which is said to incite the trout to a fury (you
should pull its wings and hackles about to make it
look like an angry bee), and is a great success on the
Risle, a river corresponding to the Test in England.
The next morning sees me sitting contentedly in the
river-keeper's cottage on the banks of the Eaulne where
it flows through the little Norman hamlet of Envermeu.
On either side of the valley are more of those Hautes
For£ts: all over this country the Duke of Westminster
hunts the wild boar. On a 30-kilometre sea-front with
Dieppe as the centre seven rivers run into the Channel,
all full of trout; three of them, the Varenne, the Bethune,
and the Eaulne, form Dieppe harbour.
All these streams were dynamited by the troops for
their contents during the war, yet two years after they
were back to their normal fishing state, and they are
never stocked. Six-and seven-pound fish are caught
each year; I suspect on worms and minnows, for they are
usually photographed in decease with a much-moustached
French sportsman.
Outside the cottage gurgle the murmurings of the
river as it passes over the stickles; in the distance is the
tinkle of the church bell, coming from a rather rickety,
leaning steeple. The mayfly is due at about 2 o'clock,
according to the keeper, so luncheon must not be a long
meal. An early visit to the Dieppe fish market had
produced a mackerel and a whiting, caught that very
dawn, a small cheese from the dairies of Neufchatel-

